CASE #6: PARKLIFE
Desperate Kenyans, who, due to climate change, have seen a dramatic drop in their food
and water supplies, are settling illegally in their country’s national parks. Around 15,000
squatters currently live throughout Kenya’s protected parks. 1 In order to make heavily forested
areas apt for cultivation and cattle-grazing, settlers have deforested almost 1 million acres.
Food insecurity has been the main cause behind these settlements, yet the consequence of
cutting down protected forests is to put Kenyan people in an even more precarious situation.
Because trees “promote the formation of clouds – cutting them down inevitably leads to lower
rainfall.” In turn, lower rainfall adversely affects agriculture and food security. The
indiscriminate clearing of many of Africa’s forests has already caused the desertification of the
African landscape. Mourning the recent disappearance of a local river, a Kenyan farmer
worriedly complained: “My life will be completely ruined if I cannot get water for us and our
livestock, our land will turn into a desert. We will all die.” 2
Thus far, the Kenyan government has responded to the so-called assault on its parks by
vowing to add more armed guards and electric fences to prevent illegal settlements. However,
the situation in Kenya defies easy solutions. While many squatters are hungry Kenyans in search
of sustenance, allowing the poor to extract resources out of nature parks will not solve Kenya’s
problems. As the director of Kenya’s Wildlife Service has argued, “Kenya is destroying itself.
The population has reached an unsustainable level. We are killing ourselves slowly by destroying
the forests and settling there.” Complicating the issue still further, many of the current settlers
belong to indigenous groups who claim to have lived in the forest for generations while allegedly
harvesting its resources in a sustainable manner. Furthermore, the label “squatters” has even
been called into question by those who claim to have land titles in the protected areas.
Electric fencing might prevent additional settlements in Kenyan parks, and the removal
of current squatters may help prevent further destruction of Kenya’s flora and fauna. However,
these measures do little to address the underlying cause of these illegal settlements: food scarcity
and climate change. It is unclear what the Kenya government can do to address climate change,
given that global warming can be partly attributed to developed nations overuse of ecological
resources. 3 Because the lifestyle in developing nations (in the form of copious carbon emissions)
has unavoidably impacted the whole earth, the negative consequences of global warming
experienced in the developing world constitute the “largest health inequity of our time.” 4
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